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Syria’s Political History 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

� وA 6@ أ6?* <% ا;=�!>8 ا;:9 �89 وا567اب و2 ر!1 د&)' و�$ر!  ،أ-  إ�+* ! �� &% د&)' &% �$ري: ! �
 ;+  ا7&9� R ST9R ت &P اME> 59EN-O د&)' واLEC6  &% 1918 ر!1 �$ر!  &% �8H &+?% ا;$اCA DEF! G6. و<+$ام

%99H& UV;ا .W!GX;$ر!  ا�ا!8 2 ر!1 GA �FCV2 Y�CZ;أ-$ ه ي ا �FCV! \VF;9>8 <+$&  ل ،ا:A ة�CR �+C�1920 وا %& 
 ��9R 9 تa Z289 وا- U;89 ا+; V;ب ا�X;ا GVA  !$ر�ا $EC699% وا:-�Z;ت ا R  هGVAS!، ST9R �9&b; رة <& c9R وص ر 

�cH9V& Y،ا;E* ه�بCZ;  !ر$� %> GVCAأ ، *R أه+% آ ن gA  !ر$� *R ت وث$رات Aا�iة اG> *R ص ر  H& نGVA 
�ة1926CZ;ي ا LA 89� �ت اkز H2 ا$E+V! وا�<i99% ا:-�Z;ا،و وا$<V! $-وا أG>و ..*HV!..  !$ر�ل mnC� A وG>و

8<9:A ة�CR GVA.�+C�تو ;?% ا..�+C�ة ب .. ا�CZ;ه ي ا GVA ةG9ة ج�CZ;  !$ر�ل mC6ات 1936ا� ص ر q& *R ه
�-:H2 S+V2 89 زkت،ا� �89Z;8 ا&$?X;ت ا�<iا ،c9EX+;ا  LC<E� %& c!$1938/1939 و;?% ب، و 2$زع ش  +; 

 <!�Aو  :-�R t;uERن و +;kا P& vZر!  ص$:A Y�9U89 آEX& 9 داتa 89- U;89 ا+; V;ب ا�X;ا v(EA ا$EC6ا ا$V9  ;+  رج-
�ةCZ;ا t!uLA  !ر$�،*HV! 8<9:A Y�CZ;  ه$EC69  &% 1946ب .  اEر!  آ$� vEnC�و!9% ا :-�Z;ا.  

  
English translation: 

 

Yasser: My name is Yasser from Damascus in Syria, and I would like to talk about the 
political map, and parties, and the history of Damascus and Syria generally. One might 
start with the history of Syria in 1918 … ah … when Prince Faisal1 came with the British 
to Damascus and seized it from the Ottomans … ah …. Some people consider this period 
the beginning of modern history in Syria ... ah ...  and it continued for a short time, 
generally, until 1920.  Then the French came and invaded Syria after World War I, and 
Treaty of Versailles … ah … what happened … ah … was [that] they chased Prince 
Faisal, who escaped Syria for a while. After that, many disturbances and demonstrations 
happened in Syria, but the most important one was in 1926, and the French were forced 
to present political waivers during this time, and they promised to grant … I mean they 
promised the independence of Syria after, after a short time.  However, the occupation of 
Syria continued for a long time after that. …ah …. In 1936, big demonstrations 
happened, a matter that forced the French government to present waivers and… ah … 
and change its plan. But in 1938, 1939, when World War II started, many local Syrian 
leaders joined the Germans, and that’s why when France and Germany wanted to occupy 
Syria again, then, they occupied it for a … ah … a short period I mean. In 1946, Syria 
became completely independent.                
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1 Prince Faisal or Faisal I (1883-1933) was in one of the Ottoman states at the time. He became the King of 
Syria in 1918, then the King of Iraq in 1920.  


